Blades are of special heat-treated, oil-tempered alloy steel and are supported by five steel discs welded to a large diameter, cold-rolled steel shaft. The unit has a train of machine-cut gears running in an oil bath. All gears are lubricated from a main reservoir and require attention but twice a year. Cutting height is easily adjusted by hand—no tools required.

An outstanding feature of the Worthington Fairway mower frame is the patented spring. It holds the roller down to the ground—eliminates bobbing or jumping that causes uneven cutting and corrugated fairways during fast mowing. Above, the scale shows normal weight of unit, 80 pounds, when no spring pressure is applied.

Here is the same unit with spring lever down. Now the scale shows 130 pounds—50 pounds of additional downward pressure with no additional costly, fuel consuming weight. Using the spring instead of adding weight not only means a smooth, even cut, but also reduces wear as the spring gives a yielding, instead of a dead weight, pressure.
onto this green the next morning before anything else is done to it. We will get a reaction within a week ordinarily. Weather conditions, and greens ability to absorb water are the prime factors here.

Often if the weather is cool, and frosty, we have to stay after this application, as the frost or freeze tend to bring our fertilizer back to the surface, and it could burn the rye grass, which if severe enough would kill it. This fertilization carries us into February. Again we have to think about a break in the weather however, as playing conditions become better. We use about the same amount of fertilizer as before, namely from 10 to 12 1/2 lbs. per 1000 sq. ft. of putting surface—watered in as our November fertilizer was, but I like to deviate from the 4-12-4 to a little more nitrogen. Our rye is rather shallow rooted and with our usual spring rains the fertilizer often soaks past the rye roots into the Bermuda roots, which though dormant at this time are most receptive to invigoration.

By the middle of March Bermuda is beginning to come up, intermingled with the rye, which is the predominating grass. Our program is stepped up a bit about the first of April, and instead of four to eight week applications, we usually fertilize at three or four week intervals. We continue to use inorganic fertilizer, alternating each time on the composition of nitrogen, phosphorus, and potash. By the middle of April we have a strong green with both grasses noticeable. We must continue to nurse the rye grass along until the Bermuda has taken over.

May is a trying month if you haven't thought about the Bermuda during its dormant season. If you were awake during winter you don't have too much to worry about, as a good fertilizing, of say about 100 lbs. of a high nitrogen fertilizer per green broadcast and left to scorch the rye a little will put on an altogether different putting green within one day's time.

**Topdressing Procedure**

We topdress onto this application with the best loamy topsoil we can get. It is my practice to give the green a thorough topdressing. We try to get a 1/8 in. coverage of soil, which is permitted to dry thoroughly before we put the mats to work. One mat is then pulled clockwise toward the center of the green, another mat is started the other direction. We then criss-cross our dragging pulling the surplus soil off the green, being careful at this time not to drag from off the green onto the green whereby we might bring onto the green any unnecessary weed seeds. After the green is dragged it is checked for foreign matter and weak places of soil coverage, then sowed with hulled Bermuda seed.

We consult our notebook and visualize what we actually had at the close of our last Bermuda season, so we will know about the amount of seeds we will need. It will vary from 2 to 8 lbs. per 1000 sq. ft. of putting surface.

Our seeds are mixed with dry white sand and broadcast onto the greens. We do not use unhulled Bermuda seed on our putting surfaces if we can get the hulled. Unhulled has too many weed seeds ordinarily.

After sowing we drag one time clockwise and one time counter-clockwise toward the center of our green. We then water the green with a hand sprinkler going over it simulating rain, doubling back over the entire surface with a heavier application of water, being careful not to puddle the green, or remove the soil off the undulations. Our play is not halted during this procedure so we can't afford to track our topsoil or seed. During this period we often double back onto our greens after dark and give them more water.

This procedure will vary with your Bermuda coverage, weather, and availability of manpower. This is our most important dressing and we try to do it right. We often have to dress again on some greens during the summer. And occasionally we will have to re-sow with Bermuda seed if we are not satisfied with our surfaces.

Many of our greens have been planted for a long time and the old Bermuda wants to bunch, or put out runners on top of the green. We want only the fine tender leaves. As conditions adverse to good greens arise, we must make whatever adjustment we deem necessary. You all have the same decisions to make and will understand to what I am referring.

We do not plan on fertilizing any more until the latter part of July or early August.

**Organic in Late Summer**

It is at this time that I like to give my greens a little good organic fertilizer. I like about 10 to 15 lbs. per 1000 sq. ft. of putting surface. Some of my fellow greenkeepers in Atlanta go to the other extreme with fertilizer. They go heavy, and sometimes too often, thereby necessitating a lot of additional topdressing. Too much invigoration during the heat of the summer will ruin your greens. My next fertilizer goes on about the middle of September and is applied with soil. Watering procedure constant on all fertilizer applications. In this application I like to use a light nitrogen fertilizer, high on phosphorus and potash, so that my Bermuda roots will be put away in a strong condition.

If you put your greens away in a strong healthy condition you will not be
JACK and the KING are back in the swing

• Just a note, friends, to give you the good news about the SILVER KING.

Once again SILVER KINGS are in good supply and I can really start them rolling into your shop.

As always, SILVER KING PLUS (power ball) and SILVER KING (tough cover) are yours exclusively—sold through Pro Shops only. Sweet click, quick getaway and fast, true flight... they make steady friends for you and steady profits for you. And

what more could any man ask?

Yours, as always

Jack Jolly & SON, INC.

Sole Distributor
872 Broadway, Newark, N. J.

SILVER KING GOLF BALLS

Sold thru Pro Shops Exclusively
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Two Women Attend Rutgers Short Course

Total of 57 turf men and two "turf women" attend Rutgers Univ. 17th annual Short Course in Turf Management under the leadership of Ralph Engel, research associate in Farm Crops. The five day program consisted of lectures and discussions supplemented by laboratory demonstrations where possible on such subjects as soils and soil management, use of fertilizers and lime, drainage, turf plants, insect pests, diseases, seeds and methods of turf management.

ashamed of them next June, when a lot of greenkeepers will really have to sweat it out. Stay after your course, know what goes on where your greens are concerned. Keep a record that you can refer to, and use a little common sense as well as your good judgment. Don't be bashful about some condition that is worrying you. Try to figure out what is happening, and if you can't, go visiting. Talk to some fellow greenkeeper who might be able to help you. It is a good idea to have the association of your fellow greenkeepers anyway. The old days of every fellow for himself never did anyone as much good as they might have thought. The shoe can get on the other foot you know. Don't tell your little troubles to your green chairman or members. Do your worrying alone. Repeated stories most always vary—molehills becoming mountains.

Aeration Source of Trouble

Our aeration gives us a little trouble occasionally during the middle of the summer. Although we try to dress our greens with the best sweet loamy topsoil (woods dirt) we can get, we still have to be on the lookout for tight soil.

Our water program after our June top dressing is rather extensive until we get the greens into the best possible shape. We usually are able to taper off on this watering during the latter part of June, thereby making it necessary for our greens to put on a deeper rooting system.

If you continue heavy watering you will get the root system so shallow that when the first drought hits, you will lose your greens, or permanently injure them.

In aerating the greens we run our spike disc cultivator over the putting surface from many directions—trying to get maximum penetration. If the aeration is needed in a high place in the green we use a 9 tooth 9 in hand spiker trying to get 4 or more inches of penetration. This varies with the condition of your greens surface.

After the spiking, regardless of which method I elect to use, we give the most affected areas a light dressing with sand, or about No. 2 screen. This is watered in well by hand that night, almost puddled. The next day when we come to mow this green we run over the entire green twice with the mower reels disconnected—thereby forcing the sand down off the grass and into the green. That also saves your mowers.

During this time of year, we also know what to expect later in the season as to our cushion. By the middle of July, the Bermuda grass is growing plenty and it isn't much trouble to give a green a good dressing with peat moss, mulch, or moates. I prefer to apply Georgia peat moss. We skip the mowing on a green for a day or two, then apply peat moss to the green. Applications will vary from 200 lbs. to 500 lbs. per green as we figure it is needed. This is either raked in lightly, or dragged in with a mat. The green is mowed immediately after this application and an oscillating sprinkler is started to work. It is best to do this job the first part of the week, so that your play will not be inconvenienced by this application which will be bumpy until the grass catches up sufficiently.

(Continued on page 96)
The SWEET SHOT as advertised in the
POST

DON'T PRESS

Use a Sweet Shot Ball. It is the only ball in the world that is Super-charged—an exclusive process which tremendously increases compression—steps up response to stroking—gives you the distance you dream of, without pressing or over-clubbing. Champions use it—your Pro sells it. Try it, to improve your long shots. The Worthington Ball Company, Elyria, Ohio.

Golf's Finest
SUPER-CHARGED
SWEET SHOT

Telling Nearly
4,000,000 People
each issue to

"Ask your Pro"

PLAY A WINNER
SELL A WINNER

Thus you—Profit 2 ways
When you stock and display
The Super-charged
SWEET SHOT—
GOLF'S FINEST
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What are your chances of making a hole-in-one? Golfers have been working on that problem since the game was invented, and there are as many different answers as there are aces. At Redford, we've figured it this way. Our course has four holes under 175 yards, which means that each player gets four chances to achieve the acme of all golfing thrills. In 1946, 30,000 rounds of golf were played at Redford, which figure multiplied by four means that 120,000 attempts at a hole-in-one were made. Of these 120,000 tries only two were successful. In other words, at Redford, your chances of making an ace are one in 60,000.

Remote as your chances are of making one hole-in-one, how much further removed are your chances of making a second ace? Particularly when you must make your second ace under pressure, with three or four hundred onlookers, some newspaper reporters and photographers, and a host of fancy prizes combining to make that pressure! If your chances were pretty slim on that first ace, they have now been reduced to a mathematical possibility, to be sure, yet to the slenderest of all probabilities.

Yet no possibility can ever be too remote for the golfer, man or woman, small fry or old-timer, who has made a hole-in-one. What he did once, whether it was 50 years ago or 50 hours ago, he knows he can do again. And if witnesses are needed to verify this indomitable spirit of the American golfer, the 500 or so golfers who will enter the Detroit Hole-In-One Tournament this year will vouch for the "lightning sure can strike twice" theory.

It is on this theory that the Detroit News, in cooperation with the Department of Parks and Recreation, has built up the Hole-In-One Tournament as one of the major golf events in the Detroit district. Each year, as soon after Labor Day as is convenient, the most democratic tournament for that select aristocracy of golfdom is put on at Redford Municipal course. No. 8 hole, 137 yards, was chosen not only for its length, but also because of its natural beauty, its sportiness, and its availability to roads and club-house. The tournament was so popular last year that it was immediately recognized that there just aren't enough daylight hours to give every entry his chance. So the event has been expanded to two days.

Fine Publicity for Course

The values of the tournament in good fellowship, in publicity for the course and for golf in general, in providing a swell wind-up for the season, and in providing plenty of fun, excitement, and thrills are endless. What has been done at Redford can be done elsewhere, and in outlining both the values and the organization of our tournament here, it is hoped that other courses in other districts will recognize equal benefits.

A major value that all participants (and audience too) remarked on last year is a value that cannot be measured in dollars and cents. It is even hard to find a name for it, but perhaps it is best indicated as good fellowship. Getting a hole-in-one is something like winning a fortune on the Irish Sweepstakes. It happens so rarely that if you don't make one yourself, you aren't jealous of the guy who does, in fact you're darned glad for him. At Redford, the spirit of Tournament Day is quickly infectious and the pleasant contagion makes it a gala day for winners and losers, workers and audience.

Some of the reasons for this fine feeling are hard to put one's finger on, but the following we have noticed here. Most importantly, perhaps, is the fact that the golfers who participate get the satisfaction of thinking again of that previous ace. Only those who have made a hole-in-one can enter, and when the golfer is announced and steps on the tee, he knows that he is the envy of the non-participating audience and the peer of the other entries. Thus whether he lands on the green or not, in his three tries, he gets the pleasurable recognition of knowing that his previous ace has been applauded.

Aside from this, however, there are many other elements that combine to
make Hole-In-One day a pleasant and memorable one. Golfers meet there from all over the district. Old-timers, who no longer get the old-time punch on their wood-shots, are in this tournament on a par with the small-fry. Beginners and pros have equal chances. Al Watrous, or Chick Harbert, or Jack Winney, or Sam Byrd may put all three balls within the three foot circle (though I'll cover all bets that they don't), but Joe Blow may play cross-handed, use a beat-up wooden-shafted spoon, bounce his ball off a tree, ricochet off the 9th tee ball-washer, and dribble up to three inches from the pin and be the winner (I'm also ready to cover these bets, by the way).

In fact, the secret of everybody's good time rests on the nature of the tournament itself. If the golfers who make a hole-in-one comprise the select aristocracy of the golfing kingdom, then this, the most democratic of tournaments, is successful because it puts the aristocrats back with the dubs again. At this tournament women are just as likely to roll 'em up and in as their par-busting husbands. Husbands and wives, boy friend and girl friend, grandpas and grandsons, and all in between have equal chances to duplicate the golfer's dream. And if one should duplicate it? Maybe we can find out from him what the golfer's heaven will be!

No Charge to Contestants

The best thing we at Redford have to say about the Hole-In-One Tournament is that we can have the fun of helping golf and golfers and at the same time benefit materially in a very handsome fashion. We do not charge entries or on-lookers at all, but we more than make up for this gratis event by the wealth of publicity that the tournament brings.

The Detroit Hole-In-One Tournament is a special promotion feature of the Detroit News. John Walters, golf editor of the News is an old hand at the Hole-In-One Tournaments (and an old-hand competitor too, ever since he made his ace a few years ago). As we have found the Hole-In-One helps us through increased players, so the News finds it a real go-getter in increasing circulation. For this reason alone, aside from the very great news-value of the event, any club, municipal or private, situated in a district where there is not already such a tournament presented, should have no difficulty in getting all the newspaper publicity desired.

The publicity values to the cause that offers a Hole-In-One Tournament are superlative. Golfers, whether participants or onlookers, get to know your course. At Redford this has been particularly valuable. The Dept. of Parks and Recreation took over this basically fine but sadly run-down course last year. During the war, the course had been open for play on and off, frequently on when it should have been off. Consequently, play was way down and the course had a bad rep. with the golfers in the district. The Hole-In-One Tournament brought the improved conditions to the golfing-public notice, and in spite of the worst golfing spring in my memory we are far ahead of last year's play.

Much of the cost of a Hole-In-One Tournament is the prize-expense. Yet even here, publicity helps. Actually the only cost to us at Redford is the labor cost. The long list of very handsome prizes is donated. A well-publicized event of this sort will quickly bring donors of prizes, for they too benefit from the publicity.

The value of publicity cannot be measured in immediate cash register sales, to be sure. In fact the best way to gauge the publicity value of the Hole-In-One Tournament to us is the amount and quality of print we received. On this level, in a representative year, we received the following amount of space in the Detroit News Sport Section: 21 full stories with 14 across-the-page headlines, 4 large block headlines, and 3 column headlines; 8 of these stories had pictures. These 21 pre-tournament articles each included an entry slip, and the last story gave the times at which the entries were to tee up. After the tournament there was a full spread of pictures and an account of the tournament, listing of prize-winners, etc.

No doubt we have been extremely fortunate at Redford in the matter of publicity, but the whole set-up of a Hole-In-One Tournament makes it a natural for any good sports writer anywhere. The tournament coming near the end of the golf season, but before the World Series and the football season, fills in nicely. The tournament itself gives the participating golfers and audience a swell chinning topic with which to approach the end of the season, and which is grist for the sports' columnist's mill. And the tournament itself has its full share of excitement and thrills. There always is the possibility that a hole-in-one will be made. The suspense of measuring the close-ones, the applause for a good shot, the groans when a ball rolls past the pin, all these plus the side-bets and friendly rivalry between golfers, the big-name boys that everyone knows, the players who have made an ace on the same hole before—such things make the Hole-In-One Tournament a field-day for the sports-writer.
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These Features Provide NEW SALES APPEAL

- **POSITIVE GRIP.** Flexi-grips combine the natural grip of rubber with proven grip-assisting designs to provide a more comfortable and positive grip—without the necessity of tight "grabbing" of the club.

- **NON-PACKING.** Unlike old-style leather grips, this one-piece, sleeve-type grip does not pack down or become smooth from repeated hand pressure.

- **LONG LIFE.** The high-quality rubber in Flexi-grips insures long life and protection from drying, cracking or other deterioration.

- **QUICK INSTALLATION.** The patented "bell" end design permits quick and easy installation, either at the factory or in the pro shop. End locks under cap, prevents creeping of grip.

- **IMPROVED APPEARANCE.** Used either to replace damaged grips or in building new clubs, the neat, attractive appearance of Flexi-grip is unsurpassed—adds sales appeal.

**CHICK HARBERT,** Winner of 1948 Jacksonville Open, says:

"The use of your Flexi-grips proved to be the deciding factor in my winning the Jacksonville Open Golf Championship. I have never experienced more complete confidence in the gripping of a golf club while playing in adverse weather."

**Golf Professionals:**

Flexi-grips are available in complete packages, including 36 grips with caps, starter plug, cement and complete installation instructions.

**THE FAWICK**

**FLEXI-GRIP COMPANY**

2306 Tower Bldg., Akron, Ohio
THE PERFORATED FLEXI-GRIP ON THE 1948 First Flight GOLF CLUBS MAKES LEATHER GRIPS OBSOLETE

CLUBS WITH LEATHER GRIPS CLOSED OUT AT 20% DISCOUNT!

First Flight Clubs are going 100% to the Perforated Flexi-Grip because tests in all climates and all weathers prove that this Perforated Flexi-Grip is by far the best golf club grip ever made. This grip absorbs the shock of the drive and its tacky velvety feel gives complete relaxation and firm grip without tension. Watch the tournament players, they know!

To give First Flight customers the benefit of this new and better grip at the earliest possible moment, we are closing out all leather grip clubs at once by offering them at 20% discount. Subject to prior sale.

Please remember, on all future orders Flexi-Grips will be standard equipment on First Flight Clubs unless other grips are specified.

ELECTRONICALLY LAMINATED WOODS

THE STRENGTH OF STEEL - THE FEEL OF WOOD

SOLD ONLY BY THE PRO

REGISTERED SWINGING WEIGHT

PROFESSIONAL GOLF COMPANY OF AMERICA, Inc.

CHATTANOOGA, TENNESSEE

First Flight WOODS*, retail...$18.50 * IRONS*, retail...$10.50 *with Dynamic Shafts.

WHILE THEY LAST • Buy FIRST FLIGHT Leather Grip Clubs at 20% off.

BEAT STORE COMPETITION with this OUTSTANDING close-out VALUE. ORDER NOW! Supply Limited.
But suppose your club has the publicity, has the prize-donors and the prizes, has a list of 300 entries more or less, how is the tournament itself organized? Inasmuch as the tournament is to be held at Redford for some years to come, we worked it down to a fairly routine system.

On the entry blank the golfer is asked to put down the time he would like to tee off. Within limits, the posting of starting time stays as close to that as possible, but advance warning is given that the early evening hours are crowded and first entry gets the time listed.

The day before the tournament the maintenance men set up the bleachers. In 1946 we had the bleachers at the tee, and most of the official activity took place there. Last year we tried another set of bleachers behind the green to handle the crowd. And at the end of the day the tee and the section adjacent to it were roped off. This precaution is necessary to avoid confusion on tournament day.

On the morning of the tournament Reuben Scott, the maintenance supervisor, and Steve Solomon, our greenkeeper, work fast to get everything set for the first attempt at 8 a.m. One of Steve's men switches the green, while Scotty and Steve prepare the powdered chalk and water mixture for making the circles around the pin. When the dew is off the green, the two-inch wide white strip is painted on the green. Three circles are made: the inside circle has a radius of 3 ft. from the pin (6 ft. in diameter); the second circle has a radius of 9 ft. from the pin (18 ft. in diameter); the outside circle has a radius of 15 ft. from the pin (diameter 30 ft.).

While the green is being fixed, official materials that have been stored in the club-house over night are brought out to the tee and set up. A few card tables, some chairs, the entry list, the golf balls to be used (and a couple of pails for totting the balls from green to tee); the prizes, a couple of megaphones, and a large blackboard (with plenty of chalk and that damn eraser that we always forget) are all that we have found essential. All of this is self-explanatory, except perhaps the blackboard. We use the blackboard to keep the audience posted on the best shots made so far, on the different prize levels,—the best shot, the best pro shot, the best left-hander, the best woman, etc.

Three Chances at Ace

By 8 a.m. everybody is set for the first player (who has been waiting around anyway). After some preliminaries (getting his picture taken, etc.), he is announced, given three balls (players used to get five tries before the entry list got so large), and the first hole-in-one attempt of the day is started. He makes his three tries, and on the green the boys call back the results. On the tally sheet at the main table on the tee, we post results as follows: each entry has three squares after his name, in the first square we post how many balls he got on the green; in the second square we post how many balls he got in the outside circle; and in the third square we enter the distance of the closest ball to the pin. If he has two, or all three, balls within the inner circle, we add the distance for each (and this happens, too).

It sounds simple, and unlike most simple-sounding things, it is simple. In fact, the Hole-In-One Tournament is so simple that we recommend it as an ace promotion stunt for every golfing district. There is only one question that you or your club committee may ask,—what do you do if it rains? It has rained at Detroit News Hole-In-Ones before it was held at Redford, and the tournament went on as all tournaments do.

Gentle Tone in Bulletins Gets Cooperation

Lake Shore CC (Chicago dist.) has the same problem almost every club has in getting members to heed deadlines for dinners. Mgr. Ed Newhart and the House committee have tried all manners of approach to solution of the problem and have found that the softest way is the most effective.

Club members just don’t seem to like to be told they “must” but the job can be delicately done as a card mailed to Lake Shore members has proved.

The card was headed “A Friendly Rebutke.” The message was:

“Are you one of those joyful souls who have been lingering over the Club bar beyond the 8:30 dead-line before dinner?

“Have you been falling for that ‘just one more round’ routine when you know that where you really belonged was in the dining room? (Incidentally it is a very simple matter to order refreshments from the bar to be served at your table.)

“If you have been guilty of this agreeable offense, you have been unwittingly contributing to a very serious situation which threatens to disrupt the splendid service which we expect and have received from the Club’s kitchen and dining room staff.

“It is most important that we observe the 8:30 rule when dining at the Club; your real cooperation in the future will be appreciated.

House Committee.”

Golfdom